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URL Organizer is an innovative, intuitive and highly-customizable application that will help you
to organize your url lists. Compact, fast, simple bookmark manager to store, organize, annotate,
copy and backup large and/or multiple collections of Internet bookmarks/favorites and also
shortcuts to programs, documents and folders. Three clicks or free text search to find any URL.
Powerful organizing tools. Import/export tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. Also
imports AOL Favorite Places. Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for family
users and web researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of thousands of
URLs). Support for multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web developers. Support for
concurrent sharing of URL collections makes it ideal in a networked/corporate environment.
Here are some key features of "URL Organizer": ￭ URLs stored in a 3-level hierarchy so no
URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast full-text search facility ￭ instantly switch between
URL collections of up to 10,000 URLs each ￭ instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily
share URL lists with other users ￭ loads in a snap and uses minimal disk space, memory and
resources ￭ plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed ￭ includes comprehensive integrated
help notes ￭ information stored ￭ Internet bookmarks/favorites ￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup
addresses ￭ application, folder and document shortcuts ￭ unlimited space for notes on each URL
￭ site log-in names ￭ time of last opening a URL ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and
export favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ import and export bookmarks to/from
Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and export hot lists to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and CompuServe
2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open in any browser
window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-group titles and URLs ￭ automatic and manual
backup of URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety of text and HTML formats ￭ highly-
configurable interface ￭ alternative interfaces: 'Regular', 'Organize' and
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KEYMACRO lets you create keyboard macros to easily perform common operations like
opening, displaying, copying or pasting one or more URLs. The list of available macros is stored
in an XML-based file with any number of "keys" and "urls", and can be loaded and configured in
seconds. You can also take advantage of this powerful program to automate the execution of any
application or operating system command. KEYMACRO provides two main panels to configure
the macros: the first one is for configuring the list of available keys and urls, the second one is for
defining a new macro. You can define a macro to execute any specific task, like opening a new
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Internet Explorer window or displaying a URL, or you can also configure it to perform more
complex tasks like opening a URL in a specified web browser and displaying it. A macro
definition is made up of one or more keywords that define the macro's behaviour. A keyword can
be a number of characters up to 128, or an URL. To define a new macro you just need to specify
a keyword and a URL or any of the standard URLs provided with KEYMACRO, or you can also
open an existing macro and modify its keywords or URL list. Once you've created a new macro
you can save it as a file and reuse it in any other campaign you develop. Finally, you can easily
configure a new macro to be displayed automatically when you start up the program. Features: ￭
15 user-definable keyword categories (used for macro names) ￭ 30 days trial period Limitations:
￭ Windows 95/98/ME/2000 ￭ Windows NT/2K/XP/2003/Vista ￭ Internet Explorer 6+ and
Netscape Navigator 7+ and Opera 9.5+ KEYMACRO is a totally configurable web browser. You
can save a list of bookmarks or browser history, or you can run any programs on a specific site,
or you can use your mouse to launch any URL or to type any URL into a web browser. You can
also launch programs automatically every time you start up the program. With KeyMacro you can
now share URLs, bookmarks and programs among many users. KEYMACRO is a configurable
web browser. You can save a list of bookmarks or browser history, or you can run any programs
on a specific site, or you can use your mouse to launch any URL or to 77a5ca646e
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URL Organizer is a powerful personal manager for Internet bookmarks and Favorites. The
application provides a unique and intuitive way of organizing and managing your bookmarks.
With URL Organizer, you can easily import any number of URLs into your lists, tag them with
whatever you want, and create categories and folders with them. You can sort, search, copy and
paste URLs, add short notes and share URLs with your friends. You can also export your
bookmarks to various formats, edit them online, and easily copy and share with other people or
even your friends. It provides unique features and tools to make your Internet experience easier
and better. Download: URL Organizer - 2.5.0 With Bookmarks Organizer, you can easily manage
your favorites, organize them, share them with friends, and read reviews. It can also automatically
create a "Hot List" for your favorite sites, so you don't have to go searching and adding them
again and again. A fast, easy and free bookmark manager that is customizable! Features: ￭
Advanced search function ￭ Bookmark cloud ￭ Bookmark manager ￭ Full text search ￭
Import/Export URL lists ￭ Import/Export favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ Import/Export
favorites to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ Import/Export to/from Opera ￭ Bookmark color coded and
tagged ￭ Bookmark cloud ￭ Automatic backup ￭ Full text search ￭ Import/Export of bookmarks
￭ Import/Export of favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ Import/Export of favorites to/from
Netscape/Mozilla ￭ Import/Export of favorites to/from Opera ￭ Bookmark cloud ￭ Auto backup
￭ Import/Export of bookmarks ￭ Import/Export of favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭
Import/Export of favorites to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ Import/Export of favorites to/from Opera
￭ Import/Export to/from Start Menu ￭ Import/Export to/from Shell ￭ Full text search ￭
Import/Export to/from

What's New In?

URL Organizer 2 is an innovative, intuitive and highly-customizable application that will help
you to organize your url lists. Compact, fast, simple bookmark manager to store, organize,
annotate, copy and backup large and/or multiple collections of Internet bookmarks/favorites and
also shortcuts to programs, documents and folders. Three clicks or free text search to find any
URL. Powerful organizing tools. Import/export tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera.
Also imports AOL Favorite Places. Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for
family users and web researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of thousands
of URLs). Support for multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web developers. Support for
concurrent sharing of URL collections makes it ideal in a networked/corporate environment.
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Here are some key features of "URL Organizer": ￭ URLs stored in a 3-level hierarchy so no
URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast full-text search facility ￭ instantly switch between
URL collections of up to 10,000 URLs each ￭ instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily
share URL lists with other users ￭ loads in a snap and uses minimal disk space, memory and
resources ￭ plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed ￭ Information stored ￭ Internet
bookmarks/favorites ￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭ application, folder and
document shortcuts ￭ unlimited space for notes on each URL ￭ site log-in names ￭ time of last
opening a URL ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and export favorites to/from Internet
Explorer ￭ import and export bookmarks to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and export hot lists
to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start Menu
shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open in any browser window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-
group titles and URLs ￭ support for aliases (multiple instances) of URLs ￭ support for
separators/dividers ￭ automatic and manual backup of URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety
of text and HTML formats ￭ Highly-configurable interface ￭ alternative interfaces: 'Regular',
'Organize' and 'Compact' ￭ optional use of
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System Requirements For URL Organizer 2:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3/Windows Vista/Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
(2.4GHz+), AMD Athlon 64 X2 (3GHz+) Memory: 2GB Video: 16MB VRAM (NVIDIA:
NVIDIA FX, ATI: ATI Radeon HD 2800, NVIDIA: NVIDIA GTS, ATI: ATI HD 2900) Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection
HDD: 4GB
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